Resume. -Un choc d'etrave sans collision form6 d'un mode rapide, est un phenomene permanent de I'interaction du vent solaire avec la terre. Le choc est approximativement stationnaire dans les coordonnbes de la terre ; sa structure, cependant, change avec la position en raison des Abstract. -A fast mode collisionless bow shock is a permanent feature of the solar wind interaction with the earth. The shock is approxim_ately stationary in earth coordinates, its structure, however, changes in space due to different B; values, and in time, due to different solar wind conditions (Mach number M and 8, T,/ TI...). The earth's bow shock has revealed itself as an impressive tool for studying collisionless shock waves. After the large theoretical efforts in studying collisionless shock waves, in the past, it is possible, today, to verify experimentally that different dissipation mechanisms are at work in different plasma regimes. The extensive examination of bow shock morphology allow us, today, to correlate distinctions in bow shock structure, revealed by a variety of diagnostics, with M, B and Bn in the solar wind. For quasi parallel geometries and apparently for any M and 8, the shock layer broadens and breacks up, showing limited level of plasma wave noise and marked precursor effects. For quasi perpendicular shock waves, on the contrary, electromagnetic turbulence increases with P, almost independent of M ; while electrostatic noise level increase with M, almost independent of P. Comparison with the different theories valid in the different plasma regimes is the present task.
These values characterize the interplanetary space plasma as being very different from the Laboratory plasmas, and certainly a s being collisionless (in terms of classical Coulombian collisions).
In its expansion away from the solar corona, the solar wind interacts with all the planetary objects, in particular with the earth's magnetospheric cavity.
The result of this interaction is a collisionless shock wave standing almost 2-5 RE away from the surface delimiting the magnetospheric cavity (see Fig. 1 ).
Most of the artificial satellites of the earth have had a n apogee large enough (> 15-20R,) t o encounter every orbit twice the bow shock wave, a relevant number of more o r less complete observations of the shock structure have, therefore, been provided, causing a deep interest of space physicists in collisionless shock waves. The study of the earth's bow shock has revealed itself to be a much more profitable tool than laboratory collisionless shock experiments mainly because of the high variability of the upstream plasma conditions.
Indeed, while in the laboratory plasma the upstream conditions were roughly constant or varied within defined short ranges of values, the solar wind pIasma parameters may change more than a factor 100 if a large enough time interval (a few months) is considered. All the plasma parameters which are important for the physics of a collisionless shock wave are expected to vary, in the case of the earth's bow shock, over ranges so vast to reveal the different possible shock structures : for example values of P (ratio of particles internal pressure divided by magnetic pressure) as low as 0.01 and as large as 100 have been observed ; the solar wind Alfvtnic mach number has been observed to change between -1.2 and -20 ; given a magnetic field direction upstream, also the value A of Bn (angle between magnetic field direction and shock normal) changes from z 00 to 90° in different locations of the geometry. The highly varying upstream conditions if allowed the study of the shock in many different plasma regimes, causes two important difficulties : the shock, in most cases, cannot be considered as being stationary, but moves with respect to the satellite, with an unknown velocity. Also this satellite-shock relative speed has been shown experimentally to vary from 5 1 km/s to 2 100 km/s, but in most cases the shock-speed is unknown, and therefore it is not possible to quote absolute values of the dimensions involved in the observations. This problem will be solved with the ISEE-A and B missions (to be launched late in 1977), when a pair of satellites travelling at a known, small distance from one to the other, will allow the separation of space versus time variations.
Another difficulty caused by the highly variable value of solar wind parameters, is the fact that the shock wave has, in the data collected by the satellites, an aspect that seems to be continually different and never repeated. This fact has brought some authors to the conclusion that the earth's collisionless shock wave is unstable. Today this difficulty has been solved by collecting and studying shock observations referring to the same upstream parameter values.
In this review we have mostly ignored experimental results obtained in Laboratory plasma physics experiments, although we are aware of the importance of the results present in the literature. The reader is referred to [2-61 for a discussion of Laboratory experiment results.
Classification of shock structures. -A prior;
the collisionless shock properties can be different for different upstream conditions, for example it is clear A that a parallel shock, B? -0°, will be different from a perpendicular shock, Bn 1 . 90°.
There is, therefore, a need for a classification of shock structures. But which should be the criterion ?
Certainly & should be one of the most important parameters to be considered.
In reference [7] Sagdeev classified the shock structures on the basis of the role of the turbulence present in the shock layer : It is necessary for this turbulence to have dissipation, and therefore an increase of entropy, otherways theoretically only solitons or infinite wave trains are found. On the basis of the role of the shock turbulence, theoretically, laminar shocks, turbulent shocks and mixed structures have been distinguished [8] . Laminar shocks are those in which the microturbulence is present only in the shock ramp and has srnall amplitude. Quantitatively laminar shocks are those in which the quantity is # 0 but small. In eq.
(1) the 6 indicates the fluctuating part of the following quantity, and < > indicates the ensemble average ; f is the particles distribution function. The quantity C plays the role in the shock equations, of a collision term as it is the quantity that may change the average value of the other quantities. Turbulent shocks are those with C # 0 and large ; mixed structures are those in
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which the laminar profile is partially destroyed by transfer of energy from the principal laminar oscillation to plasma fluctuations through mode coupling. This classification does not specify the nature of the turbulence present in the shock.
When dealing with actual shocks, the nature of the turbulence, however, has to be specified in order to identify the upstream parameters that should be considered. It is well known that many different theories have been developed for collisionless shock waves, each one introducing a different turbulence in the structure, we find therefore many parameters in the literature that are said to be important for the shock structure. Let us list here some of them : The ratio of thermal B~ to magnetic pressure. a = Q / w P e = (* ) : The ratio of electron-.C m, n, gyro to plasma frequency.
Te/Ti : The ratio of electron to ion temperature. Np/Nimp : The ratio of the density of the principal ion compound to the secondary ion compound.
The importance of some of these parameters changes from one theory to another, depending on the turbulence implied by the dissipation mechanism. For some of them, however, a well defined role has been established. B^n, for example, defines the obliquity of the shock : if cos B^n < JG the shock is per-A pendicular, if Bn 5 100 thc shock is parallel, in between the shock is oblique. The Mach number certainly is another important parameter : for low Mach numbers the shock should be dispersive (rcsistive), above a value M* (called critical Mach number) the resistivity in the shock layer is not enough to explain the larger dissipation of ordered energy, therefore viscosity has to be introduced ; at still larger Mach numbers M**, wave breaking occurs therefore forbidding laminar structures. The critical Mach number, on the other hand, is a function of & and / I (Figs. 20, b) [9, 10] . The critical Mach number has been introduced mainly for the Alfvenic Mach number ; the earth's bow shock is, however, a fast shock, so the relevant Mach number is the fast Mach number, and for high values of /3, M* falls asymptotically to 1 , meaning that at very high P resistive shocks cannot exist. Some of the listed parameters may be important only in particular cases : Te/Ti is of relevance only if electrostatic ion-acoustic noise is present in the shock layer ; Nimp/Np is important only if a relevant percentage of a second species of ions is present : in this case, indeed, it has been shown that small concentrations of ions of a second species can drastically alter the structure of the shock and the potential drop cp, across it [l 1 1.
Experin~entally the importance of P, M, B^n and TJT, has been verified.
The very low frequency magnetic fluctuations observed downstream of the bow shock, indeed, have an amplitude decreasing with increasing value of B ; (perpendicular shocks are less turbulent ; see figure 3 ). Reducing the data to the same value of B; (= 450) the amplitude of the magnetic fluctuations increases with increasing values of , G (Fig. 4) . We shall see in section 6 that higher frequency electromagnetic noise has a different behaviour.
The electrostatic noise, on the other hand, has been shown in reference [12] (see also Ref.
[13]) to have an amplitude increasing with an increasing value of Tc/Ti (Fig. 5) , although the data points appear to be scattered over rather large ranges of values. This scatter of the data points can be understood if we note that the authors have not considered the dependence of the electrostatic noise amplitude from other upstream plasma parameters such as the Mach number. The classification scheme adopted commonly in the literature today is based on the observations presented above and it is summarized in figure 6 . The slope of the regression line, which is the important measure of association, has a dispersion which is indicated by rotating the regression line about its centroid to the limits indicated by the small error bars at + 2.576 a(y). The large error bars at f a(y) probably arise from short-period fluctuations in TeITj, and from correlations with other upstream parameters not considered in this two-parameter fit [12] .
LEAST SQUPlmS . Although rather unfrequent, in the solar wind another class of quasi perpendicular shock waves has been reported :
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Parallel
an hot plasma shock with high Mach number.
For quasi parallel shocks the diagnostic available until now does not justify an analogous classification as the shock structure is so highly turbulent that it makes the location and identification of the structural elements difficult. It should be noted that there are elements to state that the quasi perpendicular shocks should probably be divided in other subclasses with respect to %. A first subclass, the object of many theoretical studies, contains the perpendicular shocks This last idea, however, is for the moment only an hypothesis, although supported by some observations.
In conclusion we may give some rough estimates of the probability of finding the earth's bow shock wave in one of the classes listed above. As mentioned A previously the geometry is such that Bn ranges almost always over all the 00-900 range, including therefore parallel, quasi-parallel, quasi-perpendicular and perpendicular shocks. The most probable shocks, however, will be quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular.
As for M and p, for the four classes listed above a frequency of 1.9 o/,, 1.6 "/,, 4 %, 92.5 o/, respectively has been reported in the solar wind [14] , the case with p % 1 being observed only in a very small percentage of cases (< 1 %).
It should be noted that the presence of a 5 % or-particles population has been ignored in most of the literature, only in two papers has the a-particles, behaviour through the bow shock been studied [IS] 3. Laminar shocks. -A shock is laminar when no macroscopic turbulence destroys the smooth profile of the plasma parameters. The shock wave will appear as a continuous coherent change in the plasma distribution and in the field profile. If the turbulence is completely absent the shock itself will not exist and only solutons or infinite wave trains are found theoretically. To introduce dissipation in the shock, so to have an irreversible transition from upstream to downstream, a microturbulence has to be assumed in the shock layer. Clearly the wavelengths present in the microturbulence should be all much smaller than the shock thickness. This is the main theoretical limitation for laminar shocks, therefore laminar shocks were found theoretically, also in the high fi plasma and with Mach number relatively high. Experimentally it appears that laminar shocks can exist only for a cold plasma with low Mach numbers ( M A < M*). where W is the proton thermal speed and K > 2 is a parameter that for a Maxwellian distribution goes to infinity (fa is the Maxwellian). Downstream of a laminar shock (Fig. 8b ) the distribution is still Maxwellian, in agreement with theoretical expectation. A complete multidiagnostic view of two laminar shocks is shown in figure 10 , taken from the detailed study of quasi-perpendicular laminar bow shock structures presented in reference 1191. The magnetic field shown at the bottom of figure 10, was sampled at 0.144 s apart, which was adequate to provide 67 measurements in the ramp alone. The two shock profiles are very similar, although they are separated in time by 30minutes ;the three magnetic components, not shown in the figure, were equally laminar. Each of the two shock signatures shows a plume consisting of five distinct waves, or pulses, at the top of its main field jump. The time dimensions of the main ramp are respectively 4 s and 5.15 s, corresponding to 2-3 c/opi. Similar dimensions have the plumes, whose importance is at the moment unclear. In figure 10 the range of estimated c/opi thickness is noted. Above the magnetic field intensity the plasma integral flux profile is shown in figure 10 , as observed by the JPL Faraday cup. This analyzer maintained a fixed view toward the sun, with acceptance angle determined by 50 % transmission at 200 and zero near 400; absence offlux downstream of the shocks signifies deflection of flow outside the acceptanceangle of the instrument, at left and right edges, respectively, in the figure. Within the ramp, the flux inderwent some small fluctuations as the shock was approached, then a series of major oscillations began just as the ramp started. These oscillations are identified by numbers 1 through 5 in both shocks. Finally the flux reappeared at a very low level behind the shock due to deflection of the bulk velocity. The pattern of major flux oscillations was evidently a fixed characteristic of the laminar shock structure, as the numbered maximuns and minimums in the two panels elucidate. Note that the flux peaks should be interpreted as density increase in the sheath side half of the shock ramp.
. 1 OBSERVATIONAL
The third and fourth graphs from the bottom of figure 10 illustrate the relative thermal behaviour of solar wind electrons and protons, in uncalibrated telemetry units. The shaded portions of the electron retardation curves (University of London Longmuire probe) indicate the difference between those spectra and the un affected solar wind distribution measured upstream several minutes outside the shock. The right panel show that significant enhancement at high energy took place in the first half of the ramp ; the left panel shows that full thermalization had practically occurred by the end of the ramp. The Lockheed light ion spectrometer (fourth graph) peered in a direction not aligned with the sun and therefore detected only thermalized protons that moved in direction accross the original direction of flow. The left panel shows, then, that by midramp no proton thermalization whatever was apparent, while, from the right panel, some proton heating could have occurred after midramp. By the end of the plume both protons and electrons where deflected and thermalized. The sequence of observed plasma events in the laminar shock was, then, as follows : early deflection of flow and start of thermalization of electrons, strong variations in density and start of thermalization of protons, unreduced bulk velocity through most of the field ramp until the flow was redirected and the antisolar flux component was so diminished at the head of the ramp that plasma parameters could no longer be determined by the J. P. L. Faraday cup. Electrostatic noise data are presented in the fifth and sixth graph on the top of figure 10. Although the T. R. W. Plasma wave detector was not in the most favorable channel, a well defined spike of 7 kHz noise was recorded at midramp simultaneously with the forward edge of the major density elevation in the left panel, and a noise jump at 14 kHz was detected at the analogous point of the right panel.
In the sixth strip we see that in both panels the 200 Hz channel recorded increase in noise level outside the ramp where the electrons were already affected by the presence of the shock and that the 200 Hz noise was considerably elevated where partial thermalization of the electrons was taking place, both early and late, in the ramp. This behaviour of the 200 Hz plasma wave noise is confirmed in figure 11 for two other laminar crossings of the same satellite OGO-5 in the same day. The electrostatic noise is strictly confined to the shock ramp if no standing waves are present (at the bottom in figure 11 ) otherwise the plasma wave noise may broaden over all the standing precursor. The electromagnetic noise also observed in the two shock crossings of figure 10 is shown in figure 12 with the field magnetic profile repeated at the bottom for reference. Individual channel center frequencies are identified in the vertical center column between the two panels. Electromagnetic wave noise began upstream from the ramp concurrently with the appearance of the small damped standing waves ahead of the shock, shown in figure 11, and continued through the ramp. This upstream noise had an upper frequency cutoff between 216 and 467 Hz : the electron gyrofrequency was Q, --252 Hz. Figure 12 therefore represents whistler mode noise arising .in the shock and propagating at an angle less than 60° to B since the high frequency whistler cutoff becomes 216, 100, 62 Hz respectively for propagation at 30°, 60°, 75O to B. The low frequency end of this noise is probably revealed by the satellite as standing whistler waves (see Fig. 11 ). These standing whistlers have been extensively studied in reference [20] . These authors have confirmed that the waves were standing in the shock frame because the observed polarization was right-handed when the satellite moved from upstream to downstream, but reversed itself, becoming lefthanded, when the satellite moved from downstream to upstream. The observed period changed between 6 to 130 s. probably due to different shock speeds. It should be noted that the plume observed in figure 10 at the end of the main magnetic ramp may be interpreted as whistler waves with frequency just below the standing frequency, that are being convected downstream.
In concluding this section on the observations of laminar bow shock structures, it should be noted that unlike laboratory experiments, the presence of an electrical potential barrier at the laminar bow shock has not been established, although it has been suggested for high M high /3 shocks [2, 61.
Another important fea?re, still unclear, is the possibility, for oblique (Bn < 450) laminar shocks to reflect (and accelerate) protons so to generate the kind of upstream wave phenomena observed for quasi parallel high /3 high M collisionless bow shock.
In reference [21] z 1 Hz waves usually related to backstreaming electrons, have been observed 1201 ; lower frequency waves, related to backstreaming ions, have never been reported.
3.2 COMPARISON WITH THEORY. - The theory of collisionless laminar shocks is one of the more deeply developed and allows a detailed comparison with observations. In the approximation of zero temperature plasma the solution of shock equations [8] provides solitons (solitary wave pulses) and infinite wave trains both for perpendicular and oblique propagation. Neither of these two solutions, however, is a shock in the sense that the waves do not dissipate the ordered upstream energy. Finite temperature effects, however, introduce dissipation and allow one to construct the fine structure of the shock wave. The shock structure will depend on the relative importance of the dispersion effects (length) with respect to the dissipation length. For quasi perpendicular shocks (propagating at large angles to B) the magnetic field gradient in the wave is so large that the electric current may provide dissipation through resistivity. Laminar shocks are, indeed, also called resistive shocks. Classical resistivity, however, is not enough to provide dissipation, therefore the problem is to see if the current intensity is high enough to exceed the critical value for excitation of waves that may cause an anomalous resistivity and therefore may dissipate the ordered energy. Depending on the strength of the anomalous resistivity the shock structure will be monotonic or oscillating in the case of small or large dissipation length respectively. Which of the many possible current driven instabilities (Langmuir waves, ion sound, ion cyclotron, electron cyclotron, longitudinal oscillations of magnetized electrons, etc.) will then control the low Mach number cold plasma shock ? Theoretical considerations allow us to conclude [6] that for perpendicular shocks in low /3 plasma at the initial portion of the shock front, the current threshold for very strong instabilities such as Buneman or Bernstein modes are exceeded even in initially isothermal plasma. These strong instabilities heat preferentially the electrons, and the ion sound instability with the lowest current threshold would stop the magnetic field profile steepening at a level where other instabilities do not grow. The effect of the unstable waves is included in the effective plasma conductivity and the magnetohydrodynamic equations can be reduced to a generalized Ohm's law at least for the magnetic field profile [7] .
The shock thickness is then computed in the limit of quasi linear approximation for the waves present in the shock :
opi mi JE for or in the limit of non linear approximation (strong turbulence) for the waves 163 :
for For more oblique propagation, however dispersion effects may become important as the dispersion length may become so large that the magnetic field profile steepening is stopped and the dissipation occurs in a length larger than Ld the shock being therefore oscillating.
The observed features of the laminar structures agree qualitatively with the theoretical results. Electrostatic noise is indeed observed in the shock layer (Figs. 10, 1 I), concentrated at midramp, and is probably responsible for proton thermalisation. Greenstadt et a [. [19] have shown that the condition for generation of electrostatic ion acoustic waves in the shock were probably satisfield in the cases shown in figure 10. Also the measured shock thickness in reference [I91 appears to be in agreement with the value computed from 3, being a few times c/opi. It should be noted, however, that a detailed study of the shock thickness as function of % has not been published until now because of the mentioned difficulty about the unknown shock speed.
An important agreement between the theory and the observations has been found for the whistler waves standing in front of the shock. Most 
In eq. (9) the constant (( a )) changes with Te/Ti, being a = 21.4 for T, = Ti, and a = 0.7 if Te % Ti.
In ref. [20] eq. (9) has been experimentally controlled ( Fig. 13 ) and a value a = 3.7 has been found for the solar wind, where Te is larger than Ti but not too much larger. The agreement with the theory was good also when no standing whistler was observed (AB/B -0). 4. Quasi laminar shocks. -When the Mach number of a cold plasma shock is increased, the anomalous resistivity will reduce the steepening of the magnetic field profile, but will not reduce the steepening of the particle parameters profile. The ion density and velocity wave, for example, may steepen and break much earlier than the magnetic intensity. The consequence of the breaking of ion plasma parameters is the generation of counter streaming particles, and eventually, of quasi trapped ion orbits. Counter streaming particles will provide the viscosity needed for ion thermalization, in a thin layer (called subshock) that may be of the order of the Debay length thick. Further increasing the Mach number, wave breaking will occur also for the field intensity profile, and the shock will lose all its laminar aspects.
In the low / 3 case with M A > M* the collisionless shock wave, therefore, will show some properties typical of the laminar shocks, namely the absence downstream of low frequency turbulence in the magnetic field intensity, but new features in the plasma properties and in the electrostatic noise should be present.
OBSERVATIONAL FEATURES.
-The quasi laminar downstream plasma state was first studied in reference [22] . The authors noted a magnetic field intensity with no turbulence downstream of a shock with < 1 and M A > M*. The ion velocity distribution, however, was different from the upstream Maxwellian, having a distribution with long high energy tail, corresponding to K -2 in eq. (2). Figure 8 shows an energy spectrum observed on Day 299, 1969 downstream of the quasi laminar shock studied in ref. [22] : the best fit to the data is given by a K = 2 distribution (crosses) not by a Maxwellian (K --co, open circles). An interesting detail evident in figure 8 , is that some particles observed downstream had an energy higher than the energies observed upstream (indicated with arrows and cr P D in the figure) : some particles underwent actual acceleration in the quasi laminar shock.
An important feature noted in references [21, Figure 14 , taken from reference [21] , illustrates this feature : after the first magnetic ramp, during which B raises from 7 to 27 y, the intensity decreases to 13 y and then through oscillations of decreasing amplitude reaches the downstream value of 23 y. It is clear that the dissipation length is in this case longer (-4 times) than the dispersion length. An important difference, with respect to laminar shocks, however, is the fact that the oscillations are present downstream of the main ramp, not upstream as in figure 11 . This fact confirms that the structure of the shock is different from the low Mach number case. The location of the oscillations indeed, tells us if within the shock the noise present has a do/dK increasing or decreasing : if do/dK is increasing in the dispersion region, energy can be transferred, through mode coupling to higher frequencies which will run ahead of the main pulse and damp out upstream (as in laminar shocks), whereas if do/dK is decreasing they trail the main pulse and damp out downstream (as in quasi laminar shocks). field, electrostatic noise, Langmuir probe data and the electromagnetic search coil data. The magnetic profile, shown on the top of figure 15 , shows, again as in figure 14 , damped oscillations downstream of the main ramp. The plasma wave detector measured 1.3 kHz in the first part of the main ramp and 3 kHz in the last portion of the ramp and during the oscillations. The noise is more intense in 1.3 kHz band (the ion plasma frequency was -720 Hz) and appear to radiate ahead of the main ramp together with small amplitude whistler noise. In the middle of the ramp bursts with amplitude up to 70 mV/m are observed. The 3 kHz noise is observed in the last portion of the ramp, then, when B starts decreasing, the amplitude of the electrostatic noise drops by a factor 10 and slowly disappears ; when it reappears, at the second pulse, it seems to have lower intensity. The Langmuir probe clearly shows that for the end of the main ramp the electrons have been completely heated. The electfromagnetic noise data, shown in figure 16 , with the magnetic field profile on the top, is clearly limited to the main ramp and only at low frequencies appears to be present somewhat ahead of the ramp itself. No more experimental information is available for this structure of the earth's bow shock, the probability of its observations being rather low. Observations of oblique (3% 5 450) shocks with M > M* and < 1 have been reported (see [35] below) but will be discussed in the quasi parallel structure section, as when 3 % 5 450 the influence of MA and P appear to be negligible. and poor quality of the observations, and because of the lack of complete theories.
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As we have mentioned above, when the Mach number is increased in a low /? shock, the thickness of the shock tends to increase (see eq. (3)) while the magnetic profile steepening is prevented by the anomalous resistivity. The breaking of the plasma density and velocity profile introduces counter streaming of particles, therefore generates viscosity in a thin layer (a subshock) that should quickly heat the ions and generate electrostatic turbulence. This turbulence irradiates upstream and downstream of the subshock ; the incoming ions will, then, spend enough time in this turbulence to undergo stochastic acceleration. At the subshock, therefore, there will be suprathermal particle generation. These particles will have enough energy to move upstream, generating a foot in front of quasiperpendicular shock structure and a long precursor in front of quasi parallel shocks. The foot has been observed in laboratory experiments [2] and has a length of the order of c/opi. In space observations the presence of the foot for quasi laminar shocks is not clear and may, perhaps, be recognized in figure 14 , but not in figure 15 . The presence of a subshock is not evident in the observations, although there is evidence of intense electrostatic noise over a range larger than the main ramp (Fig. 15) , and of ions accelerated to energies higher than upstream energy, to generate the long high energy tail observed in figure 8 . As for the laminar shock case, no information is available for the electric potential drop across the quasi laminar shock, although theoretically it plays a very important role in the breaking of ion motion. This potential drop has been observed in laboratory experiments [25] to increase above M A -3, have a maximum at MA --4-5 and then decrease again to zero for MA 1 . 7. It should be noted that a collisionless shock wave does not leave the particles velocity distribution necessarily unchanged. If the distribution is Maxwellian upstream and downstream, then [8] where 6f is the fluctuating part of the particle distribution function ; N, V, W are density, bulk speed and thermal speed respectively. For high Mach number the right hand term in eq. (9) is positive and large, meaning that a large amount of shock turbulence is needed for obtaining a Maxwellian distribution. As the ion velocity distribution downstream of quasi laminar shock is not Maxwellian, it follows that the classical Rankine-Hugoniot relations are not valid for this shock structure, because these relationships make use of the assumption of a Maxwellian velocity distribution on both sides of the discontinuity.
Quasi turbulent shocks. -A shock with a low
Mach number ( M < M*) and high P (P 2 1) has been called, in Section 2, quasi turbulent. The fact is that not too much information is available (both theoretically and experimentally) on this kind of structure. Theoretically it is said that in a very high p plasma, ion waves should propagate faster than magnetosonic waves, therefore they should dominate the shock structure. Here we are dealing, however, with P 2 1. Can a shock with MA < M* and P 2 1 be resistive, and, therefore, laminar ? Theoretically we may argue that if p increases the dispersion length increase 1261, therefore the magnetic gradient decreases, and the electric current may decrease below the threshold for the instabilities involved in anomalous resistivity. The magnetic gradient decreases, also, with increasing Mach number ; it is therefore clear why the resistive shocks in high / I plasmas can exist for M only slightly larger than 1 (see Fig. 2 ). Within the shock ramp, however, P increases still further ; there is, then, the possibility of strong mode coupling between ion sound waves and whistler waves as it has been suggested in reference [26] .
This coupling will transfer energy from electrostatic modes to electromagnetic modes, and certainly an intense electromagnetic noise should be observed, as electromagnetic waves are more easily detectable. The location of the satellite was such that M may actually have been lower than M*, although this is not completely certain. The important features were : intense electromagnetic noise observed within the shock ramp and downstream at all frequencies, but with a peak at 100-200 Hz. Also at 200 Hz, and only around this frequency, electrostatic noise was observed. As we shall see in the next section in all the high P plasma shocks the electrostatic noise has a peak at a much higher frequency.
Similar observations have been reported in reference [23] .
Day 84, 1969 shock crossing, shown in figures 17 and 18 is one of these. Due to the lower bit rate of the satellite OGO-5, these observations have less measurements pcr minute, therefore some of the details may have been missed. The shock crossing was observed at 0929 U. T. and in the magnetic field intensity profile, shown in the second strip from the top in figure 17 , appears similar to a laminar shock in the sense that downstream there is absence of low frequency magnetic noise. Due to the low samplng rate the Langmuir probe and the Lockeed light ion spectrometer are not able to reveal the details of the thermalization process occurring in the magnetic ramp. The ion integral flux, shown on the top of the figure reveals some fluctuations in direction, downstream of the main ramp, in coincidence with some small pulses of B. An important information in figure 17 is contained in the electrostatic noise strip. When the shock was crossed, the satellite was exploring the fourth band of the Plasma Wave Detector series (0.56, 1.1, 3.1, 7, 14, 30, 70 kHz), and a small signal, up to N 1 mV/m, was observed. Note that in other crossings of similar shock structure shown in reference [23] , when the second and third frequency band was observed, electrostatic noise with amplitude below 0.5 mV/m was revealed. The low intensity of electrostatic noise in the measured frequencies characterizes this structure as different from the quasi laminar and certainly from the turbulent shock. The electromagnetic noise, shown in figure 18, also characterizes this structure as non-laminar. The electromagnetic noise is present upstream for 2 minutes ahead of the magnetic ramp, within the ramp, and for many minutes also downstream. In the precursor only 10-20 Hz noise is observed. Within the ramp and downstream all frequencies up to oPi ( N 300 Hz in this case) are observed. Note that in figure 18 the downstream noise level increases very much 2 minutes after the magnetic ramp, but in other crossings this increase is absent in the sense that very intense noise level in the magnetosheath side is observed immediately after the magnetic ramp. The high frequency electromagnetic noise is certainly in contrast with the laminar behaviour of the magnetic field intensity profile.
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6. Turbulent shocks. -More than 90 % of the Earth's bow shock observations have been made for upstream M > M* and a 2 1. This kind of structures, therefore, are of great importance in space plasma physics. The understanding of the shock problem under these condition, however, is rather difficult, due also to the absence of good measurements of quantities that can be directely compared with theoretical results. The difficulty is increased by the fact that the upstream Mach number is often so large that wave breaking occurs, while in another 50 % the wave breaking should not occur although M > M*. The presence of turbulence on the downstream side changes, also, the magnetic profile so that the structural features may be completely hidden and the shock is sometimes thought to be unstable.
6.1 OBSERVATIONS. -Unlike all the other shock structures the magnetosheath plasma downstream of high /? high M bow shock has a magnetic field that it is not steady as in the laminar case (Fig. 7) but shows large amplitude waves both in the magnetic field intensity and direction (Fig. 19) . Power spectra of the magnetic fluctuations have been presented in reference [28] for plasmas downstream of turbulent HEOS-I observations is shown together with a polarization study of the waves observed in the structure. Waves in the time intervals (( 1 )) and cr 3 )) indicated in the figure, are shown to be standing as they appear to change polarization with changing shock-satellite motion. The simultaneously measured ion energy spectrum is shown in figure 206 spectra  2 (Fig. 2 0~) . The ion-ion streaming instability, however, is suptuations [29] . ported more and more by experimental evidence. Galeev et al.
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[16] have shown that the thermalization of protons and a-particles are in agreement with the model of ion heating due to two stream instability, and that the resulting potential barrier has a value of the order of one half proton kinetic energy loss, as in laboratory experiments. In ref. [29] it is suggested that the ion heating occurs over a thickness much shorter than the magnetic ramp, suggesting therefore a possible double structure for the shock itself. Also the magnetic profile suggests a double structure, see figure 21a with a long foot raising the field intensity from the upstream value to roughly 112 the downstream value, and a thin layer where a large increase of B occurs. It is at the beginning of the foot that electrons are accelerated [27] and ions are slightly decelerated [31] . It is also at the beginning of the foot that electrostatic noise first appears and reaches high amplitude levels ( Fig. 12 [32] ), as it is shown in figure 21b. In the foot protons are not yet thermalized neither deflected, as it is shown, on the top of figure 21b. It is probably in the foot that stochastic electrostatic acceleration may occur, due to the observed electrostatic noise ; the observations shown in figure 20b, c were therefore taken in the foot of the shock layer. The electromagnetic noise is shown in figure 21c : intense bursts of noise are observed downstream and at the thin, large increase of magnetic field intensity. In the precursor only VLF noise seems to be present. Note from figure 21 that the shock has to be considered turbulent because electromagnetic noise of all frequencies, electrostatic noise, and the high energy tail in the ion energy spectrum, are observed downstream. The electromagnetic and electrostatic noise spectra have been extensively studied in reference [32] . These authors have found that the electric field spectrum consists of a broad peak typically centered between 200-800 Hz, and of a continuum component decreasing with incerasing frequency as f -( 2 . 0 * 0 . 5 ) (Fig. 22) . The magnetic field spectrum has only one component decreasing with increasing frequency as f -( 4 . 0 * 0 . 5 ) ; the magnetic field spectrum has also a cutoff at the electron gyrofrequency (Fig. 22) . The electric to magnetic energy density ratio of the continuum is about to (whistler wave noise), while for the broad peak the ratio is 102 to lo3, i. e. purely electrostatic waves. In figure 5a (taken from [12] ) it has been shown that both low frequency and high frequency electric noise amplitude increases with Tc/Ti. The electromagnetic noise, on the contrary has a different behaviour at low and high frequencies. In figure 3 we have shown that this noise below -1 Hz decreases with increasing %, at high frequency, however (Fig. 23 ) the noise behaviour is A the opposite : increases with increasing Bn this high frequency noise also increases with increasing solar wind density.
A study of the spectral changes through the shock layer has been presented in reference [12] (Fig. 24) . Using Imp 6 data these authors have studied in detail the shock crossing shown in figure 24a , where magnetic field intensity and direction is shown at the bottom, while on the top of the figure electrostatic .,. noise in four frequency bands is given. During the shock crossing, rapid samples of 31 kHz waves and electric field spectral changes were recorded. In figure 24b a polarization study of the 31 kHz noise shows that the polarization axis q, is almost along the magnetic field qB, the waves, therefore are identified 
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reference [12] a broad turbulent structure, see figure 3 in reference [24] , although the properties of the turbulence observed within the shock appear to be the same. The wave breaking is revealed mainly in the increase of the amplitude of low frequency magnetic fluctuations.
A comparison of the experimental with theoretical predictions will be avoided here because of the and reference [33] where discussions on possible instabilities within the shock layer are given. We FIG. 25b. -The joot and the main gradient (z 0801 U . T.) certainly feel the need for a good theoretical at the very high Bshock crossing-sample rate is seven per second.
The Z direction is chosen to be along a model shock normal, model for these structures.
and the X direction is along the projection of the upstream field in the shock plane [34] . A few very high shock observations have been or 17 [34] . discussed in reference [34] and one of them is reported in figure 25u , b, c. The complete transition from undisturbed solar wind into the downstream plasma, whistler group velocity is not large enough to radiate is observcd to last as much as 9-10 minutes ! The upstream from a high Mach number shock. From structure appears to be divided into three regions : 0758 to 0800 : 30 U. T. a foot appears (Fig. 256) . the upstream wave packets from 0752 to 0758 U.T. This foot is in evidence by the fact that the average (Fig. 2 5~) . In this period the average value of B is field intensity is higher (3-4 y ) and also the bursts of 1 a 1.5 y and bursts of VLF noise appear regularly, whistler noise appear to be of much larger amplitude. strongly deflecting the solar wind ions. No ion ther-Bursts of electrostatic noise are continuously observed malization occurs in this region, while electrons are through all this region in the frequency bands of already heated by the first few packets. Electrostatic 0.56, 1.3, 3, 7.35 kHz (Fig. 2%) . The ion thermalizanoise is observed in this region at 1.3 kHz (around tion also starts in this foot and becomes more intense the ion plasma frequency). The wuve packets appear in coincidence with the bursts of noise. Complete to be bursts of whistler waves, however they are thermalization, however is reached only after the probably locally generated, as in a high /3 plasma the main ramp : a larger increase of the average magnetic THE PHYSICS OF THE EARTH'S COLLISlONLESS SHOCK WAVE C6-83 field intensity occurring between 0800 : 30 and 0801 : 30 U. T. (Fig. 25b) . It is interesting to note that in coincidence with the noise bursts the field intensity may become 20-30 times larger than the upstream intensity, and also the ion integral flux may become larger than the upstream value. It is important to note that the magnetic energy in the peaks encountered in the foot and in the shock, were hundreds times larger than the upstream magnetic energy.
In conclusion the wave breaking appears to generate the highly disturbed shock structure. As a consequence this quasi perpendicular structure resembles the quasi parallel structure discussed in the next section. This resemblence is increased by the fact that very low values of Qi and SZ, result in an enlargement of all length scales, in absolute numbers, as it also occurs for quasi parallel shocks [35] .
8. Quasi parallel structures. -As mentioned in section 2, for a given magnetic field direction in the solar wind, the earth's bow shock being a three dimensional surface, all values for BPI can be found, therefore the shock will have a quasi perpendicular structure over one half the surface area, and a quasi parallel structure over the other half. 50 % of satellite shock observations should, therefore, show a quasi parallel structure. These structures in space have features not observed in laboratory oblique shock experiments. As we have seen in Section 6 for turbulent shock structures, within the shock layer an accelerating process acts over the ions, generating suprathermal particles. In quasi perpendicular shocks most of the particles try to move along ?j away from the shock, the solar wind carries the line of forcc in the shock layer, and the suprathermal particles will be seen in the shock moving downstream. If 3 is at a large angle from the shock surface, however (quasi parallel shocks) then the suprathermal particles may actually leave the shock region, and will be found in a vast region upstream of the quasi parallel shock (Fig. 1 ). The suprathermal particles may then, interact with thc incoming plasma and generate instabilities of various kinds. The turbulence thus generated, will then be convected downstream and perhaps amplified through the shock, probably strongly affecting or destroying its structure. It is certain that the low frequency turbulence downstream of quasi parallel structures is higher than in other cases, as it is shown in figure 26 (compare with Figs. 7 and 19 ). In reference [28] power spectra of shocked magnetic field have been studied for quasi parallel and quasi perpendicular (turbulent) structures : in the first case the power is a factor 10 higher, mainly at low frequencies. In agreement with the theoretical considerations of Tidman and Krall [8] being the quantity in eq. (9) positive and large, the downstream ion energy distribution is of Maxwellian type, as it is shown in figure 9 . One of the most important difficulties in studying these structures, is the impossibility of finding the magnetic gradient to be called the shock. Indeed in each orbit, when the quasi parallel structure is observed, we may distinguish three very broad regions (each of the order of several earth radii thick). In the first region four different wave phenomena are observed : low frequency magnetosonic waves, plasma waves, whistler wave packets and whistler waves. Figure 27 shows three of these oscillatory phenomena : Figure 27a shows a power spectrum with the low frequency peak (0.02 Hz, magnetosonic waves) and with a higher frequency peak (0.55 Hz, whistler wave packets).
Figures 27b, c show low frequency magnetosonic waves together with wave packets or whistler noise, respectively. The magnetosonic waves have been observed only in a region that depends on the magnetic field direction and is geometrically defined by a speed V,, = 2 V,,,. of suprathermal protons flowing backward (see ref. [36] ). These low frequency waves are circularly polarized [37] , are observed only along lines of force intersecting the shock surface, have an amplitude 10 t 50 % of the ambient field and are mainly transverse ; they are attenuated with distance from the bow shock only slightly : a factor 2 in 10-15 RE.
The amplitude of these waves appear to increase with increasing solar wind speed, and decrease with increasing solar wind density [38] , in agreement with a theory proposed in reference [39] (see also [40] ) in which suprathermal particles travelling upstream interact with the incoming solar wind (two stream instability with ion cyclotron resonance) to generate hydromagnetic wave with the observed polarization amplitude and with the observed attenuation with distance from the shock. Together with hydrodynamic waves, whistler wave packets are often observed [41] with a frequency 2-4 times the proton gyrofrequency. These waves are left hand polarized with a group velocity lower than solar wind speed, therefore are locally generated, also several earth radii upstream of the shock. The amplitude envelope of the packets has often a characteristic shape, with a maximum at the trailing edge of the wave packet. A cyclotron wave echo mechanism, discovered in laboratory plasma physics [42] has been suggested [43] for these packets' generation, but it remains to be proved.
Upstream whistler waves(-1 Hz) have been occasionally observed both in connection with hydromagnetic waves and without them. A systematic investigation of these waves has not been published, as yet ; it appears, however, that the region where they may be observed is not geometrically bound by the Vli = 2 V,.,. relation. Rather, the waves appear along all lines of force intersecting the bow shock, meaning that they are due to particles that may move along the lines of force with a speed These whistler waves, therefore, being non-stationary in the shock frame [44] may be due to backstreaming electrons rather than ions, but this has not been demonstrated. Backstreaming electrons have indeed been observed 145, 46, 47, 48, 491 and are causing electron plasma waves in the far upstream region (Fig. 28) [47, 501 probably through stream stream interaction. Also these backstreaming electrons appear to reach regions as far as the moon, where they have been observed.
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Ra. Between the region of the upstream turbulence described above, and the region of downstream plasma state, characterized by the turbulence shown in figure 26 and the Maxwellian ion energy spectrum of figure 9, a third region exists, 2-3 RE thick, in which the turbulence reaches so high a level that it may be called the shock, although many pulsations may exist simultaneously in different places, and probably dissipation is occurring simultaneously at those pulsations. These pulsations have been extensively studied in on a common horizontal scale. The ones indicated solar wind or mugizetosheath are averages of several spectra observed after 0520 and before 0315 respectively. The one marked pulsation region is the average of all spectra taken during the 2 hours or so of pulsation profile. This spectrum shows the plasma energy peak at, or slightly below, the bulk energy of the solar wind, but with a lower maximum and a broadened, hotter, more skewed ion distribution, as it is confirmed by the two single spectra in figure 30b . The fluctuations of particle integral flux and magnetic field intensity appear to be anticorrelated. The pulsations are illustrated in figures 31 and 32 with multidiagnostic data from OGO-5. Figure 31 shows two short bursts of pulsations ; figure 32 shows two data segments out of longer intervals of continuous pulsations. The quasi periodic character of the large oscillations is striking, particularly in the components, as the illustrated B, shows. The full array of diagnostics demonstrates that the pulsation profiles were neither solar wind nor magnetosheath nor alternating samples of these two regions. The deflection ar,d/or thermalization of the solar wind stream 
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With reference to the work of Kennel and Sagdeev [52] and Auer and Volk [53] , in reference [35] it was shown that no direct evidence was found that the macrostructure was governed by fire hose instability as a dissipation mechanism, rather the macrostructure followed the outlines of an oblique whistler shock, modified by additional irregularity and complexity.
9.
Conclusions. -In concluding this review we would like to mention the limits of the work done until n o 4 and the directions in which work should be done.
We have neglected, in this paper, to review the many published theories for collisionless shock waves, this being outside the scope of our aims. The reader is referred to references [8, 4, 14, 6 , 5, 21 . Also the comparison of experimental results with theory, in the high P plasma regimes has been avoided for two reasons : one is that the theories developed on this argument are incomplete because of the many difficulties present [4, 61 they have often a fragmentary aspect. Another reason is, on the contrary, due to incompleteness of the observations : not only did we miss the thickness of the shock structures due to the unknown shock-satellite speed, but also the particle behaviour in the shock layer and their energy spectrum, is still unclear. To avoid theoretical mathematical difficulties computer experiments, only partially used [54] until now, may be further developed.
From an observational point of view we do not know at the moment, if M and B and Te/Ti are important for the turbulence, or the structure, of the quasi parallel shocks. It is interesting to note, on the other hand, that suprathermal particles generated at the shock and interacting upstream with incoming plasma had not been observed in laboratory experiments, probably due to the small length of the mean free path. Can these upstream features be reproduced and studie in the laboratory ? What are the phenomena causing all the observed waves ? On another point the theory seems to be ahead of spacs observations : the mode-mode interaction of thc waves, and the decay of the turbulence directely generated in the shock layer into other modes or other frequencies.
In spite of the many difficulties present, we know now that many different theories may be valid in the different regions of the multidimensional phase space concerning collisionless shocks, and our experimental understanding of these interesting phenomena has, in the last ycars, considerably progressed.
